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Police Weep As Line Of
Dead Children Gets Longer
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'87 Children Victims Of Fire
Chicago School Monday

Editor's ,Note: Daniel
Gernalde
32, was getting a haircut
in a lIn
nearby barber shop when he saw
By EVERETT R. tRenal
ings. She can be identified."
children running and screaming
United Press International
I
A little woman in a tan coat
By ROBERT T. LOUGHRAN
from Our Lady of Angels School.
natty, to the Cook County Morgue
CHICAGO (UPI) — A morgue! cried out, then sobbed unconUnited Press International
Grimaldi ran from the shop and
in search of their children. They
attendant gently lifted a sheet trollably into the ends of her
CHICAGO (UPI) — Police to- filed past rows of hastily erected
into the school building. Here is
from a charred body and said, Wart
day investigated the possibility benches in the morgue basemena
his story.
"This is a boy."
blue-clad
A
student nurse
that a careless student may have looking
with
horror
at
the
John Ja.kowski Sr
leaned guided the woman to a seat in
accidentally set a fire which charred, blanket-covered bodies.
By RANtEL GRIMALDI
ata4er "Sew-over, looked intently at the life- a smoky meeting room. A policekilled 87 children and three nuns
Au Told To Th•
For
many
the
effort
was futile.
less form and screamed.
man led her husband past 20
in a Roman Catholic school.
Some bodies were burned beyond
United Preto International
"Oh my God, my boy, my other anxious parents and relaThe investigation of Chicage's recognition.
CHIC.AGO (UPI) — More fire
boy."
tives and down the long steps
escapes. That's what there should worst fire in 55 years turned to
Coroner Walter McCarron said
tairs in the crowded main to the bodies in the basement.
pupils when it was learned a he would impanel a "blue ribbon
have been.
Ii sat Cook County Morgue, a
Difficult To Identify
There were no fire escapes at number of boys had been as- jury" today to investigate the
deputy coroner intoned into a
In the noisy lobby, Vincent
all on that north wall. The chil- signed to carry trash to bins cause, Fire Commissioner Rober
megaphone:
Mucci tugged at the sleeves, of
near a basement stairwell where Quinn ordered an investigation
dren had no way to get out.
"We are looking for the par- coroner's deputies and newsmen
I was sitting having my hair- the blaze apparently started.
by arson experts.
ents of an 11-year old girl with —anyone with a slip of paper
The flames and blinding, black
cut when they came running by,
The FBI made its full facile:ea
a medal and cross around her In his hand—seeking word of
then I got up and saw some smoke wept Our Lady of Angels available in an effort to determine
neck. She wore a full school his niece, Elaine Pesoli.
smoke, so I ran toward the Parochial School at mid-aftermon if the blaze was set deliberately.
uniform with long black stock'She's 9," he said, "wearing
school. I ran right in through hadiday. less than a half hour
Dense Smoke Fills Building
_ _
red bobby sox and black suede
the front door, and that seemed betore classes were to be disQuinn said the fire broke out
shoes. My brother and I were
missed
at 3 p.
all right. So I ran up the stairs
in the lower part of the rear
taken down into that hell-hole
The fire killed 53 little girls. stairwell in the northwest corner
to the second floor. I have two
FACTORY SKYROCKETED Here is about all that's oft of the American Fireworks ".e n:',s II ii.an
to see if we could find her. My
34 buys and three nuns. The of the U-shaped school Dense
children in school there.
dub Maas foliowing explosions that made a di,
iplay better than
brother thought one body was
1 1,1 I 1;14.• f•I
, •,
-.is killed
As goon as I got to the second children ranged in age from 9 to smoke indicating burning oil,
and eeyerai were injured. Tbe adjacent Rockland ihrewurka oumpasay Plant
hers, but I didn't. I don't see
eeetetynt
ilia/ war
floor, I saw the smoke was so 15.
rolled through the building. There
how anyone can identify anyone
An inquest was set by 'he were reports the fire was prethick you couldn't meve. The
down there."
boys and girls were screaming coroner's office for Tuesday at ceded by an exprosion but the
Hours later, Elaine's name was
CST.
and yelling for hely. I shouted, 10:30 a. m
reports could not be confirmed.
posted on the official death list
"Grab my hand."
Quinn said the speed with
Four Near Death
in the Our Lady of Argele school
Some of the children grabbed
which the flames flashed through
Monday's complete record NO
Nearly 10 children were inholocaust.
my hand and I led back to the
the building prevented the childlows:
jured and 82 of them remained
The Garden Department of the
The small bodies, covered with
stairs When those had, started
ren from fleeing through
Census
hospitalized today. Four of the
26
Murray Woman's club has corn- blankets, were carried into the
walking down the stairs, I turned
six exits.
Adult
Beds
injured
were
65
near
ambulances
death
eted plans for the a n nu 3 1 morgue from
and
around to look for more.'
Quinn said, "they just coulei'
Mrs. William E. Anderson died
Emergency Beds
Many of the children leaped
39
There will be a pack meeting
Miristmas lighting contest ac- squad cars that drew up 10 and
I shouted theough the second
get out into the corridor to
a'
her
home
Dearborn,
in
.MichiPatients
Admitted
from
the
5
upper
December
on
cording to Mrs. M. 0. Wrather, 12 deep in the street outside.
floor of the two- downstairs.
11 for Cub Pack floor. "Anybody
here. Is anybody story
"
Patients Dianiesed
3
building, their clothing and
45 at 7:30 o'clock at the Carter here.
conarnittee chairman.
Police carried the bodies into gan last night. Mrs. Anderson
The school had been inspec•
Are there any more up
was
the
daughter
the
of
New
late
Citizens
hair
afire
0
School on South 13th street.
Others suffocated as by
All homes within the city or a waiting room and put them
here? Nobody answered.
the Fire Department orila
they sat at their desks.
territory within two miles of the gently down on the cold con- Arthur and Dcliah Moody of Patients admitted from Friday
The den having the largest
Then I walked away from the
week ago and its safety perca Freelenes
Mill
and
a
former
10:00
a.m.
.to
Deputy
Monday
11:00 a.m. attendance. representation of parChief
city are•elle for entry.
of
Detecives tions and equipment
crete floor. They arrived faster
stairs just a bit and I saw a door
pronounc •
Miss Jennifer Helene Tabets, ents friends. etc., registering for
Frank Pape and his squad quesEntries must be In by Decem- than morgue attendants could iesident of that community.
through the thick smoke. I don't
satisfactory.
The,
body
is
Farmington;
being
returnee
Rt.
2.
Homer Gard- the den will receive a cash prize
tioeed two 13-year-old boys durber 18 to be eligible for considers- carry them to the elevator and
Many in the crowd fainted
'o the J. H. Churchill Funeral ner, Rt. 1; Mrs Ella Nix, Hazel; A small donation will be aked know whether it was a classroom ing the night He said the boys.
ation by the judges.
take them to the basement.
they saw children jump from
or a closet, but I opened it and
a
Home where friends may call af- Mrs. Lee Warren Fox, 524 az
Daniel O'Shea and Pa tri ck
So. of visitors who care to make a
To enter, cell or write any
Administer Last filtes
felt a terrible hot blast eight in
second story windows and crurro e
*the Mrs. Wm. D. Hancock
Machej. told of carrying rubbish
member of the everrnItteet. They
ootribut
Pollee officers wept as like ter 7:00 p. m. Wednesday.
my face.
on the ground below. The ja ti
sy girt, Rt. le Bentore Mast
-ehe basement shortly before
A Christmas tree will be deAre Mesdames Wrather. Perry rows of childrens' bodies ,grfet funeral will be herkfatnethia
1 slammed the door and ran In
bampered ambulances and
the
fire broke out.
Mranclon. Audry Simmons, and longer and longer. Priests ad- Churchill Funeral Home Chapel Barry Sires. Rt. 5, Benton; Rob- corated by the dens. with the
equipment re-ponding to the f
to a hall window and smashed
Authorities sought a third boy
minietered last rites to each vic- Thursday at 1:30 p m Burial ert Harrison, Rt. 1. Hardin; Mrs. members of the dens making the it open.
C C Farmer
alarm blaze.
I could see children
who was in the basement with
Judging classifications are: (1) em as the stretchers were placed will be in the Fretland's Mill Howard Matheny and baby buy, decorations. The best den decora- jumping.
Archbishop Arrives
I yelled at thorn not to
cemetery. Other arrangemene are int. 1; Mrs. Jerry Creason and tions will win a trip to the show
O'Shea and Machaj, and planned
House and Ground (2) Doorway down.
Arni rig *he fire to reach
jump, then I couldn't see much
a
baby boy, 1415 Poplar. Benton; , for the boys of that den.
to .question other boy, assigned I
(3) Picture Window
As fast as the stretchers were incomplete at this time
Chil(Continued on Back Page)
Jr- H. Churchill Funeral Home Miss Kathy Jayne Ford, 425 West , There will be fruit and candy more on the second floor because Io carrying trash to the basement.
dren's Thrills.
!sent back up to the entrance
of the srnoke, so I groped my
Smoking Suspected
Caeb prizes will be awarded. I door, the ambulances sped back is in charge of the arrangements. 8th., Benton; Mrs. Richard A. for the Cub Scouts and gifts way down
the stairs and out.
Magraw, Cadiz; Robert D. Mc- will be exchanged. Christmas
"It would seem to me that
The Garden department urges : for more victims.
That's when the firemen came.
Kinney. Rt. I. Dexter; Mrs. Char- ; carols will be part of the prosome youngster was crreeking
all citizen; to particapate in the
The tragic cargo moved In
I asked them if I could help and
les D. Clark. 1706 Miller; Junes gram
down there and flipped the cigacontest "adding Christmas beauty faster than carpenters could
assisted
them
with
a
ladder.
Ronald Latimer, Puryear, Tent..
rette away when he though% he 0
'n your ternes and community." buiki benches. The bodies overFire escapes, that's What we
Mfe. Alton Hughes, 303 No. 17heard
flowed onto the floor along the
rd so
coming." Pape
needed.
Coy Lee Kuykendall. Rt. 1,
said. However. he emphasized
west wall, into a room across
(Grimalria's
children,
Mary
that no one was under nepicion
the hall, finally into a third
Eugene Sm,th. Training School year. Tenn.
Ann, 8, and Frank, 11, escaped
at the moment.
room
Business Critic Teacher, and Jer- Patients dismissed from Friday
safely).
"At the present time the origin
Morgue attendants moved ry Shroat attended the annual. 10:00 a.m. to Monday 11:00 a.m.
The women of the Lynn Grove
Southern• Mrs. John Brooks and baby
of the fire is still undetermined."
about. determining a child's see. convention
of
I he
CHICAGO (UPI) —FBI agents writing descriptions of any do- Business
Pape continued. He said it didn't
Education Association Sift Apt 23 Orchard Heights,: Method's. Cherch will hold a
hunted today for $1500000 worth thing that remained. searching
The Ledger and Times scored
make sense that a child would
held November 26-29 at the Murray; Gus Hopkins. Rt. 1, rummage and bake sale this
of diamonds, missing from the for lockets or other trinkets that ,
, set the fire deliberately" and then two firsts this week when It reWade-Hampton Hotel, Columbia. Hardin; Mrs. Ed Tucker, M. 1, Saturday in the basement of the
I
supposedly "inacceible"
ss
vault
ceived the largest carload of
Hardin; Mrs. Billy Joe Huie and , First Methodist Church in Murrc'urn to his classroom
would aid identification.
.
Seuth Carolina.
a downtown hotel.
The FBI offered its cooperation newsprint ever shipped to Then
It was two hours after the
Regional FBLA Vice-President baby girl, 903 Poplar; Master ray. It was announced earlier
The Murray High School TigLt. Charles Pierson of the po- bodies started arriving before the'Jerry Shroat,
.presided at one John Dudley and Miss Carol. that the sale would be held in ers will don the black and gold ir the probe in the event inves•i- ray. and at the same time r,
lice burglary 5quad said it look- first relatives arrived
nenession of the Future Business Jean Burton, Rt 2. Hanel; Buren the old Western Auto Building. colors tonight and take' to the gators turned up evidence of are ceived the largest carload '
tad like a "good gang of jewel
but
1
he
new
American
ten.
New
lbre
.
Al
location of the sale hardwood in their conquest for a sin. Authorities said they had not
made newsprint anse
Concord; Miss
"It's only natural." Deputy Leaders of America Leadership
thieves" was behind the theft. Coroner George C 0 n no r nide Conference
which was held at Annette Gay Ross, Rt. 6, Benton O WaS announced this morning by victory over Farmington High ruled out arson as a Possible received here
Diamond salesrnan Charles "They're trying all the hospitals
a
,
spokesman
3310
The huge twenty five and ,
for the group. Pro- School in their opening game of
r"
tflC same time a6 IflC coii V CU •
. Miss Carol Ann Kidwell,
Stager said he. first missed the first, hoping for the bese They
c
- au
Ss
get-. Drew Brown of the arena half ton carload of newsnent
This leadership meeting was for! Williams. Wayne, Mich; Mrs. Le- i ceeds from the sale will go to- the season.
gems Monday. when he went Th come here when they have no- State
wards
the rebuilding of the
and National FBLA Chap..' land Lawrence. Rt. 2; Mrs. Billy ,
Game time has been set for detail said the thick smoke, at came to Murray on the lennf
the vault to put in another half- where else to go."
ter officers and is to be an an- , Ray Thompson and baby boy, church in Lynn Grove. which 6:45 for the "B" team clash with first believed to have been oil, Railroad from Pine Bluff. Arkanmillion dollars' worth.
nual affair. Jerry also serves as !Rt. 1. Benton; Miss Wanda Wil- I was destroyed by fire early this the varsity game getting under- apparently came from thick wax sas, where it is manufactund.
Stager is an employe of the
Newsprint now used by the
President of the Kentucky State' son. Rt. 3. Hazel; Mrs. Dwainee fall
on the school floors
way at 8:00.
New York diamond brokerage
FBLA Chapter. Mr. Smith is' Spencer, 600 Poplar; Miss Becky'
He said the flames spread daily paper is made of southern
Coach Larry Colley's Farmingfirm of Harry Winston & CO.
serving as Chairman ef Kentucky Buchanan, Bailey Rd.; Bruce'
ton Wildcats are led by high quickly when second floor win- slash pine, which is similar to
It was Winston who recently
MLA. and he attended sessions Johnson, Rt. 1, Atm.); Master
scoring Kenny Smith Smith its a dows, opened by panic-stricken the loblolly pines which are
jtonated the famed Hope diamof both the SBEA Convention Barry Sirls, Rt. 5. Benton; Mae
brother to last year's University youngsters seeking an escape planted extensively in this area.
ond, valued at one million dolThe Ledger and Times up to
and the FBLA Leadership Con- Jennifer Helen Tabers, Rt 2.
of Kentucky star, Adrian Smith. route sucked the smoke and
lars, to Smithsonian Institution'
Farmington; Robert Harrison, It
ference
Local fans are urged to attend flames up through the stairwell last year used Canadian newsin Washington.
1, Hardin; Alfred Camp. No. 3rd,
print which is made of Caned an
the Tiger game tonight and sup- to the upper floor.
Stager said the missing jewels
Master Danny Don Guthrie, 002
Spruce.
The
Orel Fire Escape
American
Two Murray men have bagged
Legion
and port the team as it makes its
were diamonds intended for
So. 9th.; Mrs. Charles Shutter, Auxiliary will have their
The American newsprint. on
He said the fire could have
annual initial bid for victory.
wealthy individuals, seeking ap- deer since the gun season ripened
and baby girl. CIrcararna.
been smoldering for some time which the paper is printed erne
Christmas party and dinner. Monlast Thursday.
propriate gift pieces.
in tightly packed papers under day. is tougher and stronger thin
day evening. December 8th at
J. C. Maupin of 1602 Ryan
I the American Legion Home at
the stairwell before ti broke out the Canadian newsprint.
Avenue
shot
buck
opena
the
on
MARCH TO SAFETY
The full car reteived yeeterear
The building had only one out6:30 p m.
30-DAY FORECAST
NEW YORK (UPI) — One ing day Thursday that weighed
cost $135.00 per ton delivered i;
side fire escape.
Legionaires will furnish the
approximate
ly
pounds.
100
Mauthousend students were led to
The
ham and the ladies will bring
Herioc nuns and men who Murray, and would reach teen
Bloodriver
Association
irately Monday by their teachers pin had seine unexpected help
WASHINGTON (UPI) — The salads and
Mr. GHIA Wilkinson of Cor- bashed into ttle burning building Murray to Louisville if it was
Training Union "M" night will
downing
peize.
desserts.
his
deer
The
in
when a fire broke out in the'
meet with the New Harmony Weather Bureau's 30-day fore- I Each person attending is ask pus Christi. Texas, is a house from the 'street helped save most unrolled in
single sheet.
basement of Chelsea Vocational came between Maupin and anDoris Jones and his crew unBaptist Church, Monday. De- cast for December:
to bring -50c gift for the Christ- guest of his cousin. Mrs G. B. of the 1.300 children in the school.
other
hunter,
a
75-year
resiold
High School in Lower ManhatTeperatur
m
es
to
average
loaded
beScott
and Mr. Scott in their Firemen carried down others on
the twenty and one h
mas tree and silver for their
dent of Henderson. Kentucky. ember 8 The meeting will be
tan.
low seasonal normals over the, family.
•
ton car with no damage to the
home on West Main Street. Miss ladders form upper floors.
called to order at 7:30.
The oustodian discovered the Both men opened tire and both
northern
from'
ball
of
the
newsprint
nation
Lourana
Stubblefield of Victoria.
at all. Frank Kirk.
A crowd of 10,000 many of
Rev Joe P. Williams. Baptist
Mrs. Dallas Nicks, Jr.. dance
blaze and sounded an alarm. men found their targee Unable
Student Union Director at Mur- the Continental Divide eastward irertructor will present her pupils Texas. is also visiting the Scotts. them hysterical parents. swarmed of Hutson Chemical Company
Firemen declared the fire under, to determine who actually killed
to
Atlantic
Seaboard.
norAbove
in a dance and musical program Miss Stubblefield is the daughter around the burning building. They operated a truck lift. lifting 'he
the deer the men sportsman like ray State College, will be the
control 30 minutes later
mal temperatures are indicated :following the
of the late Mr and Mrs- Kelley had to be restrained by police rolls of newsprint from the trick
guest speaker.
just gplit their prize.
dinner
for
the
California
coast and
Stubblefield of New Concord.
cordons. The officers wept openly. in the alley at side of the daily
The public is cordially invited
Another Murray hunter to
PM.
Florida.
In
other
areas about
Mrs Scott said this was the
It was the worst school fire in paper office on North FO, rth
bring home a deer was James to attend.
BOY FINDS SELF A HERO
normal
temperature
s for the seaJohreon. Johnson made his kill
NEWARK, N. J. trPf — Five- first visit to Murray that Me Chicago's history and tic city's street.
4
son
are
in
prespect.
This method not only speeds
Sunday. The buck weighed 110
'year-old Kevin Ryan ran through Wilkinson had made in 25 years. most tragic blaze since the IroPrecipitation is expected to ex- ' the
Wilkinson's family
pounds. Mr. Johnson stated that
were quois Theatre fire killed 575 per- up the operation of unloading,
four-story apartment house The
ceed
normal along the Gulf and he lives
he carried his son Jimmy deer
in Friday ringing door- among the early settlers in this sons in 1903. It was the nation's but also holds lamage to a Sr
Unfted Peas I Whir,.irei411410
Atlantic coast over the northern!
hunting with him for the first
bells to alert neighbors to a area. More than 50 years ago worst school fire since 294 were MUM
plaints
and along the West Coast. . basement
tune Sunday and that it was the
fire. No one was in- Mr. Wilkinson's family owned a killed in an explosion at New
Southwest, Kentucky_ — Mosey
Over the northern half of the
business located in the building London. Tex.. in Carch 1937.
first time he had bagged one.
SCk eral
local people are at- nation much of the precipitatio jured. Twenty five persons fled
cloudy., not quite as *arm- eut
now occupied by Corn-Austin,
n
In Teeming Neighborhood
e suggest that he take Jimmy tending the State
Soil Conserva- will be in the form of snow. to the streets. And Nevin was Mrs.
chance of some light rain today along again.
Scott said.
The school, formerly a church.
hailed as a hero.
tion Service meeting being held Subnormal amounts
and tonight *High today 43. low
are expected.
is located in Chicago's teeming
Johnson divided his kill with
tonight 30
Wednesday
in the southern plateau, and
partly the farmer who owned the land id Lexington this week
West Side in a neighborhood made
THIFF AT SECRET BASE
Those attending are Yandal southern Rooky
cloudy and a little warmer.
Mountain states
up largely of working people of
on which he was hunting.
LONDON UPI — A burglar
Wrather. Soil Conservationist, and the central
plains. Otherwise broke in to the
Italian. German and Irish descent.
These are the only reports we Victor
super-seeret US.
Vaught. Soil Scientist, near normal precipitatio
If Some 5:30 a. m. temrscreturest
n is in- Air Force base at
In recent weeks, a number of
have of Murray men that have trainee.
Bentwater
rnest
Mee DECEMBER INS
Edwards,
Louisville 26. Lexington 25. Pa- gotten a deer this
Soil dented.
Chicago schools have had bomb
season.
Frida
anti stoleca
two
.45
Coneervation
liber
ist,
The
trainee,
OES
and
of Temple Hill Chap- threats
ducah 21, Bowling Green 28.
Loyd
and
Sten-type machine guns, the Air ter No.
scares. tied in with
"I
Collie, Conservationist.
511 wall meet Thursday Negro
Covingem 19, London 27 and
Nearly 13
persons have Force reported today.
More flews in the U. S. pro-white integration. There
7 8 9 10,11 12'15
Yericial Wrather. head of the visited the Chicago
Officials night at 7:30..
Hopkinspille 24.
Museum of said the thief had risked
duce chickens than any other
were
no
Negro students in Our
14
16 , 17 4K,19 20
being
1Wficea Win be in two panels Science and Industry in
There will be a pot luck supEvansville. Ind 21
the past shot by sentries posted
agricultural product.
Lady
of
the Angels.
21 22 25 241020 27
on the state firtogfarn.
through- per. All members are asked to
five years.
es
Anguished parents rushed from
out the base.
.N 29 50 31, ,
I
bring a Christmas gift.
the school to hospitals and. fi-
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More Fire Escapes
Needed At School

Gillis Wilkinson
House Guest Here

Local People Are
Attending Soil Meet

OES Of Temple Hill
To Meet Thursday

•

19

SHOPPING
DAYS 'TIL
CHRISTMAS
3

15

:entucky

•
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r
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-1 i NOT ALL LEssrpset.fr

fAGE TO

fHE LEDGER & TIMES Total Victory
Seen Over
Some Insects

.JCER & TTVES

— M ORRA . A....fTUCKY
TUF.SDAY — DECF;MBER 2. 1958

Egg Shells
Gieat Way To
Get Calcium

•UBILISHED by LEDGER & TIMES PLBLISHING
COMPANY, rie
'ori.olitfttion ot the Murray Ledger, rhe
Calloway Times. and The
Times-Herald October 20. 1928. and the
West Kentuckian. January
. 1942
JAMES C.
ILLLAMf PUBLISHER
Ve reserve the right to rep. any Adverti
sing. l...etters ei the titter
T PUblIC Voice temN which. in our
opinion, are not for the oes•
n•eresI
'Air readers

ATIONAL 'REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE
4 1ER CO. 1388
Vienroe, "derriphis. Fenn. 250 Park Ave., New WIT-.
York: 307 N
Ave.. C.'h.cagei 90 Belyston St. Boston
r.ntered at

DELOS

IMPROVEMENTS

AUTHORIZED

New School Buildings ..
$130,000
Planning Commission with Professional
Consultation
IMPROVEMENTS

NEEDED

Industrial Expansion
Sidewalks. Curbs and Gutters
Widened Streets In Some Areas
Continuted Home Building
Airport For Murray
City Auditorium

BIBLE THOUGHT FOR TODAY
Seek ye first his kingdom, and his righteousness.
Matthew 6:33.
Many things can be attained only by
indirection, and happiness is one. Forget about
happi
•
ness and, work for the day of His triumph and you will find, happiness.

SIX MONTHS "REPRIEVE"
•
Sos'iet

Union has atinciumed there will be
no
.ockade of West Beriin tor the next
six months, but it
-*warns something of a permanent natur
e must be done
lorflUt evacuating.that city by the end
of that time.
We are not likely to be impressed by
the
but we believe the time is :wig
et-due when something
Of a permanent kir.d
id be done, not only about the
City ot i.crlia but all of Germany.
It us a drain on the tie...nor:1y of the
Western Allies
to keep West Gcrmaey occupied.
and we believe it is
alsp a drain ur, Russia to leer ii East
Germany under her
heel.

"warning",

The lie:tut:ins are among the most
enterprosing folks

in Eusupe and there is no reason to
mastai--irac.rifices to
suppo

rt them.
•
The ;_'orrirr.unista are riding
or a tall in, their effort.to ..nforce the r'
poi.tic -a* and economic. 'stems
on other
_
people, and we are too.

The nations ot Lastern Europe were
governing them-seises in ways they like best
long before America was
discovered. and when Russia was
a frigid wasteland.
The sooner oui iliornats de
ide both 'sides are wasting mons... and kiiliag Lime,
trying to re-make the Balkaiis The more progreeis 11-e
can make at home.
We can't afford: to let Russi
a call the turn, but in
SIX months it may lo; euestb
le lor tos to devise a plan
of
aur own to bring .sorra• of
Air troops home trom abroa
d.
At least it is aomething . const
ructiveafor the gigant4e
democratic majurity :n both
houses cif Congress to consider after they get throus
at ssith Cis:I ILetita
amendments to the Tatt-l
iartiey law, and other partis
an
questioes.

Ten Years Ago Today

SCIENCL_EDiTOR

ning a total victory over ceeein
treects, including that prirrie and
seurn ;ratite remeonqueribler p e s t,
this c rkr 'ach.

weapon srems to tell
iiiEeets by physical rather- than
e
e means. If that is so. inets wen't be able to learn
to
; e with it as many have learn'. to live with DDT and other
eonouy insexeserdes_ It also
_MS people won't accidentally
,on themselves while exterLtiflg itecces.
new weapon is a kind of ;
CAPTURED &I UNLOADED GUN Paul D. Rooaue zu, sits
A. Add two oxygen atoms to;
diaconsoliitily in custody in Columida City. Ind.,
and well
molecule of silicon. which is!
he might be. Rhoads robbed the Citizens State bank
of
:he nt-7,st abundant -1
anti
tied
was trapped
ks awe} inside his
elements, and you have ,.!cat oy 23-star 010 Jack Black irig,di *nu
holds the shotgun tic dseo bill it 5.fl t even loaded. Guarding Rhoads
Nature frequently makes the
Ls office' :Lee ri Ca; lite. Rboads is mspriew of Malk
.iiticre silica is everywhere. in
Rhoads. Indianapolis. Ind, attorney w;.o once was a beige.
. -eis and rooks. New. toy with
ca it technically easy ways.
yiel have an extremely ;
pewder which is agrressive-; t to proleional eisecteides users for strictly controlled scieny greedy f r . mesture.
:Tx experiments under natural
Draws Body Moisture
Their
fe-sulte
will
An inscrt walk iver a sprin- candeions
give the answer.
kle if
powder and very!
soon :hereafter it is dead. Science
;GUT-OF•TOWNER
deesn't yet knew positively why. i
but the best theory is that the .
BRUNSWICK, Vt — (UPI;
eowder draws Tr -tsure out ef •
Ets body. That's as physical al The town clerk here. Mrs. F is
way of killing as swatting, but ence Taylor. lees in North Stratit's infinitely easier.
ford. N. H
DDT and the other organic — insecticides kill by adding in-'
gredients to an insect's body ;
chemistry which 'he chem:stry •
can't handle Unhappily insec•
chernisery alap's
'he vl 4ed •
ingredients and eventually lines
I inserts emerge which are immune to what used to kill them,
hut meanwhile people, birds, ft,h.
and other creatures are ..endangered.
Silica :n any form is n-tabl.s
n .n-p,
,iisone
n. The sal ca p iw Icr
has been; in use for a
ernas al Mier ;ir diluting eiasetanee
f,r resirn and other materials.
Dr Walter Ebeling of the Uniserety af Californic disoevered
o
recceden• !ha! it was an in.
killer
Fasts, Than DOT
He was
DDT with e.
.sr.d 'emcee:erect mat when he &PERFOOMANCE OVE4- Aftet 't2
creased the DDT centent rie ?es
BERLIN CHIEFL.-11 worst cornea
yeais ot niarroige, colur•Hira
insect poison while increesIng
to worst in West Berlin. the
.supra
, ii
no Lily Piaui and orchesthe powder eoptent, it kilted
roan with on'the-spot responsitra conductot Andre Kostelanmore 11154.C.5
bility is Maj. Can. Barksdale
have
etz
varied it quits She did,
S:nce Men :here have been; Hamlett (above). Hamiett. •
at least, in Juarez. Mexico, givmany experiments. In :he labora_i native of Hopkins
ville. Ky said
ing
incompa
tibility as the reatcry. the gE•wder alone wi&I his force
is ready fur anything.
son. and 54 years as her age.
en cis ci wn cockroaches in 131
rn.nutes and kill them .n 451
ner.utes, which is faster thanl
DDT. parathion, dwiden. and a
rumber if eher pog. ireng ;ram.
:.c.de$ can do it L works is
efferevely in all insects experirn..7.te..
anewer
'atThe
the critical
quernie n
wheeler the 'powder
is the 'tote, vetory
p ,n, now
a in the task eg The Davisen
Chena.cal C-;. Scenists developed
ne Øs'a'oer flk tIn alation
which tesiei bes. .n tee laciorat.--y. has released quantities
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By DOC GUIGG
United Press International
NEW YORK UPI — The lady
picked up a piece of eggshell
from the plate, placed it daintily
on her tongue, and began -chess
l ing grittily.
I She advanced 'the' plate an
iad bralitly: "Have _some."
Dula': care if I do. Timm, it's
crunchy. But not very tasty—
matter of fact, there's hardly any
!taste. at all. What's it good for?
! "Calcium," she said. "One eggshell is equal in calcium conten
t
to two quarts of whole milk."
Brown eggshells or white egg-

--

of

FOR MORE CHRISTMAS
FUN—Let me suggest a simple formula for the lady of the
house to have more time
for family and friends this gay
season. Just "let your telephone do it for you." For exampl
e, those party invitations.
Must you write them? Wouldn't a
quick and cordial phone
call do? And those time-takin
g trips to the florist, the
bakery, the gift shop. You can teleph
one instead. Matter
of fact, a lot of your Christ
mas shopping can probably
be done right on the telephone.
If you're in doubt about
who sells what and where,
remember the Yellow Pages
of your phone book will help
you find it fast.

"Never thought of that, but I
suppose they're both the sane."
'aid Ruth West. "Also, you don't
, have to eat them this way faeces.
sarily. You can put them in a
mixer with
kmatio juice, or
something, and powder them up
and cheek :hem with the juice."•
So saying, she whipped out to
the kitchen, mixed, anal returned with a small glass of tomato
juice. I couldn't detect any shell
ii it.
"I put in about two thumbnails," he said. "I put it in a
hlendor. You mght notice some
fine grit if you grind your teeth."
tat Whole Egg
Perhaps a little. By the way,
why couldn't you—as long as
you're on this shell-eating kickeat it while it's covering a
hardboiled egg, biting into the
whole thing the way you do an
urapeeled apple?
' "Great idea." she said, and
picked up a hard - boiled egg
C'runch: She bit out a sirab.t.
m.iullifu; and began munon.ngj
ond nodding her head. "Not a!
had idea at all—get 'he egg itind
-hell at the same lane.."
Miss West started pushing egg- I

TERMITES?

CLUES TO THE MEAL GIFT—
A Christmas gikshould be .

£1.5
a th

•

Something new
for someone dear
Something that's used, year
after year
Guessed what it is? Why, an extens
ion telephone in color,
of course. Here's a truly differe
nt way to bring yearround joy and convenience to others.
And you may choose
handy extension phones from nine
colors including lovely
new pastels. Why not order your
Christmas gift extension
phones now from our Business
Office? You may have
them charged to your own teleph
one bill.

TOKYO —(UPI)-- Plans fur
fluatirg tract.: Ler -441 a 12.000ton ship are being studied by;
Japan'e_ Maestre et inter,iat.onal
Tride and intHlittrY and the 3/
1Pan Machinery Ex.pe.rt Assocuadon.
The sh:p will be built especially to: exhibitk of Japanese products and services. It is expected
to go into operation in the summer of 1960 arid make a maiden
voyage to the Mideast and Africa.;

▪

0

* * *

SEND YOUR VOICE where your
thoughts are. Sometimes:the nicest Long Distance calls
are the ones made
just to say "I'm thinking of you."
Or maybe to wish a
college boy or girl good luck in exams
... to share holiday
fun with friends ... or to say "Hurr
y home!" to a traveling husband. You know, Long
Distance costs so little for
the satisfaction it brings. And you
save money when you
c-all station-to-station—that's when
you'll talk to anybody
who answers. Save even more during
Bargain Hours—
after 6 P.M. and all day Sundays.
Why not send your
voice where your thoughts are, now?

A

vodka manufacturer's stirfound that 54 per cent of all
drinkers questioned don't like
the tte of liquor.

0
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In our 31st year of
termite control
work

;:leszug

Guarantee Covering Cost
of Future Repairs
Recommended by 96 Lumber
Companies in This Area
for information only call

C.

MURRAY LUMBER

After
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Phone 262
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ONLY CAR WITH WIDE-TRACK WHEELS
•
. acclaimed by experts as she year's vp engmetring adsarice! The wheels are ‘'""
moved

the widest, steadiest stance in America—lower center
of gravity for better grip on the road, safer cornering, smoother ride, easier
handling. Pontiac gives you roadability no narrow gauge car GM &PI
.

irr.5 naw

FOT

oest 420 engine to give you the most breath-taking performance on
wheels ... or, if it's extra ec,nomy you're after, Pontiac has, at no

rrompt frirtaratioil C41.-

PONTIAC /MARIS V-S 1111STC/01 A rennet T•rnpost 40E has s•I• NA SCAR
end supervised 1,443 pni cens•-te-c•osi •tenorny mark .sn
',mask" pos—•nly I,/,e per mils SI •n •v••••• speed sof 402 Ns p h.1

sawction.el

out

Chit,
▪

•

i

TIii,

ii

IS. Soil

extra cost, a new Vat Companion, the Tempest 420E, that actually.

deliver

s better gas mileage than many smaller cars with so-called
"economy. errgines." There are grear new True-Contour
Air-Cooled
Brakes for smooth, safer stops. And inside, scats wider than a sofa!
Come on in and see for youryf. And remember, your quality Pontiac

10
11:
:00

dealer diplays the oran•farturer's suggested retailpricer ore every new Pontiac!

PONTIA C

I
•

America's Number OD Road Car!'
Tete!'y Neu, Semi
3

•

CoNsisado • Nia. 0,1•1 •

dew.roe

SI E YOI R LOCAT AitTITORIZID PONTIAC DEA! ER

stadase
105 N. lith Et.
f"-rrtiv, Ky.
Ph. PL 3- 1871
A .....
1114•Asr• Ressa•Ap 01
aid ea

MURRAY.

J. T. HALE MOTOR SALES
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Something aes fun
Something that's useful
Something needed
Something unusual

out 5 inches for

PHEW/4S — Manelleti hivt;an ut Los S.
iatiun ‘Aiwis Harr; from her t)es
ti,,
no far as Hank McCullough R,0-9 by 'at!; what ‘e..rns
.,e
•o
•
•r
•. •
•
n
a ,' • • •
••
h,„

•

* * *

FLOATING TRADE FAIR

You've never known a car to ride so smoothly or handle so surely
... because no car was ever built like this before. And that wide,
•ailid stance is only the beginning. Engineering's hottest team really
youred it on to produce this one for you: There's a
Tem-

r#:r

4.••••••••

starts with the wonders of wide-track wheels

•

.
4‘[.•

••=•,

9••••11111.•

by
F. H. RIDDLE
Your ielephone Manager

The finest ride
you've ever known

1.--dger itsi Times f 11,

r/ear

it's needed. Miss West said a
massive Purdue University study of teen-agers had disclosed
52 per cent of them worry about
their weight .

SMITH

NEW YORK UPI — There is .
the Post Office. Murray. Kentucky. for transmission
at a new
Second Class Matter
prestibility of wience win- ;

il'ILSCRI7TION RATES: By Carrier in Murray
.
Month 35e II- Calloway and adjoining counties, perper week ?Oe, pet
rear. 53.3). eMer.
•here, 5554i
;
TUESDAY - DECEMBER 2, 195S

THE

By
UPI

shells wifle she was writing a
"Teen-age Diet Book"—a publication whose very concept would
have caused Grandpa to purple
with incLgnat
But presumably

•

•

ICIER 2, 1958
L. Miss Wen said a
endue University stua -agers had disclosed
of them worry
out
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SOCIAL CALENDAR

Tuesday, December 2
annual Christmas party for the
The W.S.C.S. cot the First Me- members'
children. Hostesses are
thudist Church will meet in the Mesdar
nes Jellies Garrison, Allen
Little chapel of the Educational Rose,
James Boone, James Perbuilding at 10:45 pen. for their' ken
Castle Parker, Maurice Crass
regular luncheon meeting. All I Jr.,
0. B. Boone Jr.
members are tinged to be present.
•• ••
see.
The Murray Star chapter No.
The Murray Assembly of Rain 403 OES
will meet at the Masonic
bow Girls will meet at 8 p.m. in hall at
7:30 in the evening,
the Masonic hall. Note change of
••• •
time.
The Winsome class of the Mesee.
Mortal Baptist church will meet
The Delta Department of the in the home
of Mrs. T. A. ThackMurray Woman's club will meet er at
7:30 in the evening.
at the club house at 7:30 in the
••••
evening. Program leader is Mrs.
Tuesday, December 9
E. B. Howton. Hostesses will be
The Murray Star chapter No.
Mesdames W. J. Gibson, Graves
433 OhS will meet in the maSlesecl, Prentice Lassiter, Walter sonic
hal lat 7:30 in the evening.
Baker, Holmes Ellis and Max
••••
Churchill.
Wednesday, December 10
• • ••
The Arts and Crafts club will
Group one of the First Chris- meet
in the home of Mrs. Ronald
the home of Mrs. Clyde Jones at Church
ill for its Christmas party,
220 in the afternoon. Co-hosts
at 2:30 in the afternoon.
is Mrs. Eugene Scott. Mrs. Cullen
• • ••
Phillips will have the progra
4
m.
The Eastside Homemakers club
••••
will lmeet at 10 am. ei the
CWF Group two will meet in home
of Mrs. Hunter Love for a
the church parlor, Christian chpot luck luncheon
urch, at 2:30 in the afternoonsee.
Mr.. Bennie Maddox is histess
Thursday, December 11
with Mrs. Ray Maddox and Mrs.
Group Three of the First
Charlie Shreat as co-hostesses.
Christian Church's CWF w ill,
Mrs. Frank Holcomb will give
meet in the home of Mrs. Gerhthe program.
ard Megcav at 7:30 in the evening. Program will be given by
ALMOST COMPLETELY covering the hair
is
A TINY CHAPEAU graces a tall
The Dames Club will meet at Mrs. Maurice Crass, Jr.,
a theater hat adorned with a pink silk
Direct ire
and the
rose.
coiffure. It is black ribbon with white
the
same
time and place. Mem- devotion by Mrs. Coleman Mcroses.
bers note change in date.
Keel.
Wednesday, December 3
S ue.
•
The AAUW fk.ek Club will
The South Murray Homemakmeet in the home of Miss Clara ens club will meet
for an all day 1
Eagle, 120f Olive Street at 7:30 meeting in the
home of Mrs.
p.m. Please note change of time. Lowell King, Mayfie
ld Highway,
•• ••
at 1020 am.
The Grace Wyatt circle of the
College Presbyterian Church will I
The Pars Road Homemakers
meet at 9:30 arn. at-the home
of 1 club w:.1 meet at 10:00 a.m,
in
Mrs. Jack Belote.
the home of Mrs. Eva Curd.
•• ••
••••
Thursday, December 4
The WhIS of the Flint Baptist
Friday, December 12
The North Murray HornernakChurch will have a study course
at six-thirty o'clock. The book era Club will meet in the home
is entitled. "Into a New World." of Mrs. B. J. Hoffman at 120 in
•• • •
the afternoon.
••• •
Group four of the Christian
By SUSAN BARDEN
Women's Fellowship will meet in
Tuesday, December 16
the home :of Mrs. John QuerterThe Christian Women's FelrilATLANA, famous for chic
mous, Jr. at 9:30 in the morning. lowship of the Firat Christi
-L and flattering millinery,
an
designed these alluring and
• •• •
havg. it general
feminine hats for wear after
The Garden department of the Mitt at the thurolt at sit21)
dark. And any one of them
Womans Club will meet at the &al. The program will be "Like
could go dramatically from
club house for its "Yuletide A. Tree."
cocktails to dinner and the
••• •
Luncheon." Program chairman is
theater.
Mrs. Olin Moore. Hostesses are
Friday, December 19
Mesdames Dewey Ragsdale, Noble
Made oi 11•121sag
Tuesday, December 1
The New Concord HomemakFarris., Wade Crawford and M. 0.
One, which has a clocheers club will meet at 10 am in
Wra!her.
like silhouette is made of
• • ••
the home of Mrs. Willie Smith.
black losenge-dotted veiling
and is given added glamour
Friday, December B
The Woman's Missionary Soby a single pals pink rose and
ciety of the Memcrial Bafotalt
a black satin bow on one side.
Another, just a hint of a
Church will meet from December
hat in of black silk ribbons
1 te December 5 tot a week of
tied in a front bow and held
prayer for foreign missions.
in place by silk roses.
see.
Saturday. December 6
Nock Slk Roses
! The Alpha department of the
A third, of black satin, has
Murray Wsimann club will meet
clustere of small black silk
at the club house at 2:30 in the
rusts. Ma Ant pls
roses
and
an intriguing nose
MANY OF THE EVENING Yeas seen in the
I afternoon. Guest speaker will be
best places this
veil that is sprinkled with
Winter are peppered with rhinestones In
Dr. Harry Sparks on the subject
the above fashion.
rhinestones.
"Wocki Of Education." , Hpsteases
will be Miss Frances Brown and
Mee-clan-lee Seiburn White. E. S.
Duiguad, Carlisle Cutchin, and B.
F. Scherffitrs.
• • ••
Mrs. George Rhea. Steele. lee
The Women of the Lynn Grove
Fulton by train Wednesday Methodist Church will have a
' ,
• ..,,
,WIPIWIZIV/IW,WIWAIY
,
Wele,/,
seeming for Amarillo, Tex., to rummage and belt( salsa in the
Visit with her brother, J Pren- Isarnment of the First Methodist
tice Wrattier and family and a ; Church in Murray from 8 am.
Niece. Mrs. Doyle Moore and ; until 5 p.m.
• •••
nlly Another brother, J R.
Weather arni fsen.ly of Ph :minx,
The Woockrnan Cirrle Juniors
Ariz., will join them in Amarillo will meet at Coe American Legion
BURGLARY RING — New York
Thesiviisilors often calms porte'ning
police picked up Betty Funt
for a br:ef visit. Mrs. Rhea will hall at 3:00 'p.m. for a special
(above) for questioning In conte the educational requirements at
return to Phoenix with them. Chnetrnas party. All members
nection with a burglary ring.
chiropractor... The following should
Mrs. letica will be away about are asked to bring a .50 gilt for
Betty, 20, former Copacabana
explain this quite thoroughly.
four weeks.
exchange.
hatcheck girl, was found in an
• •••
••••
Comparison Sublet* and Clots
apartment police were raiding.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hughes,
Monday. Decembee
Mount of John hloph•ris Medical School
series of ralc,Is resulted in reA
Hepkineville. announce the arThe American Legion and i.e.
and the Palm*? School of Chiropractic
covery of some $300,000 in loot.
ch-al
rival of a ctsugieter. Psmeitt Jo,
Auxiliary will have their
born Neverriber 14. Her m eter Christmas party at the legion
johns
Hopkins
P.S.0
is the former Lillian Downs of hall at 8:30 in the evening.
Class
••••
Clan
Murray.
Hours
Hours
• • ••
The Sigma dep'artment of the
Anatomy
Mr and Mrs. Oliver Mene- Murray Woman's dub will meet
508
520
more. Jr. ana little *o n. Markt, ,,f . at 8:30 in the evening for its
Alter completing his eds. Ph)Fiolory
256
520
Pathology'
•
401
en. - •
195 LI Alice in, 011ie an: v tine ve:
-ccit;on, a Chiropractor °Ilia
Chensistry
parents. Mr. and Mrs. 0.1.C. len
2110
325
hos to lore the sam•
Bacteriology
sr
Mr:.
111
Outlan.
F:nis
I
130
Diagnosis
;notion as the ist•dicol doctor
grancknother of Mrs. McI..ern •
224
520
Neurolo
ielatiu
rr
cs.
112
130
and osteopath before taldng
X•Ray
' with :he litccd..krn:,re': is M
292
his Chiropractic examination
Psichiatry
Lester
Griot
arn
Rogersvii
144
65
rite. license in many states. Ohqetrirs anal Gynecology 198
Ala.
"THE FRIENDLY
6•1
Pharma
cology
80
This •sootioolioft is to11•11
FUNERAL HOME"
Psychology
16
0
th• Basic Science. Chiroprot- Medicine
EDUCATION AWARDS
__ie._
656
tors, M.D.'s and .osteopaths Pediatrics
SUPERIOR
72
0
MBULANCE
352
ore ••omined in enotoniy, Surgery
0
Therapeutics
WASHINGTON (UPI) — T
16
SERVICE
0
phy.iology, hygiene, patho- Clink
National Science Foundation n'
0
585
Equipped With
logy, chemistry end _bac- Hygiene
—
it has awarded 21 mill.on d
65
OXYGEN
Chiropractic Technic _
to educational institutiorn
'etiology etc.
0
553
Chiropractic Philosophy
0101.1i the nation for operatien
0
195
Public Speaking ____
Phone PL 3-4612
a greatly depended program
0
65
NCH and NC.CH _
summer insitutes for se:ehee
311 N. 4th - Murray, Ky.
0
65
Principle and Practice
math teachers0
130
Etki,s Ind Jurii.prutknee _ 0
6;
411.
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Tops
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ty VAN O'StilLIYAM
WANT to make Christmas
CV decorations that
are
really "good enough to eat?"
Then bake up a batch of
holiday-shaped cookies and
use 'em for trimming the tree.

Making and Baking
You can bake angels, bells,
Christmas stockings, stars or
work out any holiday design
you like. What about a cookie
mold? Make your own with
aluminum foil. Here's how:
First, draw the proper
shape (or trace it from a
greeting card, wrapping paper or store-bought decoration). Next, trace it on cardboard, cut out the design and
place it between two sheets
of aluminum foil about/
3
4-in.
larger on all sides than cardboard shape. Bend up the foil
around the shape, folding
two pieces together to mate
a side about 4/2 in. high. This
is the "bake pan" for your
TRIM YOUR TREE with Christmas cookies baked
in boot
cookie. Put in the cookie
and angel shapes, festively trimmed with
colored frosting.
dough and bake in this foil
c. shortening and 1 (3 oz.) ally add 1
form.
e. sugar, continupkg. cream cheese until soft. ing to cream
Icing Decorations
until light and
Add /
1
2 c. sugar, gradually, fluffy.
When the cookie is baked, continuing to cream
until
Add
1
egg, le tsp. vanilla,
decorate it with colored ic- light am' fluffy.
2 squares unsweetened chocing. Give the angel's face feaAdd 1 egg yolk, 11
/
2 tsp. va- olate, melted: beat well.
tures with frosting of connilla: beat well.
Dissolve 3 tbsp. instant coftrasting colors. Trace the
Sift together 11
/
2 e. sifted fee powder in milk.
children's names in colored
all-purpose flour, /
1
2 tap. salt
Sift together 21
/
2 c. sifted
icing on the stocking. The
and /
1
2 tsp, nutmeg: add a caee flour, In tsp.
soda and
decorating is up to you. so
third at a time. beating !cell
le tsp. salt. Add alternately
use your imagination and go alter each additi
on.
with
coffee-milk mixture,
to town.
Chill dough 10 min.
beating well after each addiYou can make cookie forms
Spread dough into pre- tion.
as big or as small as you formed angel and
boot
Chill dough 10 min.
like. When it comes to filling shapes, 1 tbsp. neeeh
per
Snread dough into prethem, try the cookie recipes shape anent 11
/
2 x 4 in. in size. formed angel and boot
that follow. Both are proporBake on ungreased COC kie shapes, 1 tbsp.
dongh per
tioned to make about 32 sheet 8 to 10 min. in
hot oven shape about 11 2 x 4 In in size.
cookies in boot or angel forms 400 F.
Bake on ungreased cookie
that are approximately 11
/
2 by
Makes about 32 cookies.
sheet 8 to 10 min in hot oven
4inches in size.
Mocha Cookies: ere.= 1,2 C. 400 F.
Nano( Cookies: Cream Vs shortening until sot:- GraduMakes 32 cookies.

The Ledger Classifieds PERSONALS
A CHIROPRACTOR'S

•

EDUCATION

A ko• *baton
A TAELESPOON of dough fills angel mold about
l' by 4 Inches in size. Cardboard mold
Is covered with aluminum roll brought ue
around mold to make half-Inch high sides.

News about the New Rockets!

MAX H.
CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME

•

LAUNDRY SERVICE
10-lbs.Dry Wash - - -

DR. E. H. OAKLEY
,
4

CHIROPRACTOR
Aurora, Kentucky

HOURS -- 1000 A.M. 8 P N.
MONDAY - WEDNESDAY • THURSDAY
- FRIDAY
1:00 P.M. - 8:00 P.M. — SUNDAY
.Closed Tuesday and Saturday
Phone ELmwood 4-4140
FaIrdealing, Kentuck;
illOrOlOSCROWAVAWASISCM/Ste/oW/A
,
A
,
MM1OV
,
"W/JIYOW.V.W/4044/42,
/,

CASH & CARRY
FAST SERVICE
FLAT WORK IRONED FRF.E
•

BOONE LAUNDRY-CLEANERS
;
s4

SOUTH SIDE COURT SQUARE

•

1959 OLDS11101111I DYNAMIC IS 1-000R MAN. Here is Oldsrnohile's breath -taking "Linear Look" beauty at its
lowest price. The Dynamic 88 2-Door Sedan put* big-car
comfort and new "Glide" Ride within easy reach of coatconAcioua bever, Best news of all: its 'spirited Rocket

Engine is equipped with Econ-O-Way Carburetor and
new 2-stage automatic choke for imloroved fuel economy!
See your loenl authorized Oldsmobile quality dealer. He'll
show you how easy it is to step up to an Olde Dynamic
88 2-Door Sedan—the Rocket that fits your pocket!

J. T. HALE MOTOR SALES

r

e0
-4
-CY NOT

Au., LEopiet-k

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

a
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'BREDS WIN OVER WESLEYAN LAST NIGHT
Army Cadets Received All But One First Place
Vote To Win Lambert Trophy, East Supremacy

College
Results

Basketball

Team Effort Pays Off In
eason s Cage Opener

1 Royals Have The
Youngest Coach
In NBA History

UnPted Press International
- East
Ste'rwle. al St. Michael's, Vt. 63
NEW YORK (UPI) - The
Marshall 84
Cingintled Royal's wgi- be led
St. Jeseph's (Ind.) 75
•he youngeet player-coach in the
Davis AC Elkins 95 Potemac St. 65
he:eery,of the Nettonal &diet- 1
Duquesne 63 Carn:.:gie Tech 43'
ball Associatiiin when they play 1
Rhode laland 84 Quoreet 43
The Murray State College
the St. -Loses Hawks tonight in
VI:lee-eve .83 /..em-yone 67„
s,bs,reridsnadin
hiei.n,.
efsea7
T,
tec1
0-56thb
eefoTre
exaa
s
the opener ofea Madison Square .w
Canisius •36 Siena ,54,_
Gard
hen doubleheader.
Adeirphie80:1;MgrIsland U. 47
r
e
lee
eeert
eeeere geel sized crowd in the MSC
New
Setan Hall 80 Rider 59
aorn
las
btInn
eidgha
t. desire to
!srraaryenc
will entertain the Boston Celtics ,pii,.iru
Temple 6 OlGetteebure 53
In the feature.
South
Toni Marshall .only 27 years Win with a sparkling team effort
Kentucky 91 Florida St 68
old. replaced Bebby Wanzer as and superior rebeunding in re• Stetson 71 Tampa 64
:he Royals' coach M r. ay bee cerding a sectery in as opening
C. Smith 90 Howard U. 60
cause of "differences " segien" game of the season. The Racers
Lentiir Rhyne 95 Newberry 71
will meet New Mexico A&M
818
:n the team's front ofees.
Murray St. 70 Texas Wesleyan 58
Wanzer could not see eve- Thursday night on their home
Alabama 80 Jacksonville St. AO
with management on a floor.
Missiesgpi St. 94 SE Louisiana 72 to-eye
number of things and we feel
Citadel 55 Richmond 45
Coach Cal Luthers squad held
this will be the best thing for all
West Virginia 76 Furman 67
concerned." General Manager the visitors to only 56 points for
Florida 107 Erskine 61
Pepper Villein said in announc- their lowest scoring outpilt of
Spring Hill 75 St. Bernard 65
the s-easen. Wesleyan had played
s the change.
,Rollins
61
Southern
70
Florida
previeus to their
The Royals won only 3 of their
52
Huninon
Birmingham Stu. 72
teoetinggamsee-sith Murray and had
first 18 gamcs under the direc- m
State
54
N. Carolina St. 70 Penn
Setori topped the 100 mark in both
on of Warrzer, a f
Kentucky Wesleyan 92 Centre 63 Hall star who took over the these contests.
Georgia 76 Clemson 59
Texas opened with a 4-0 lead
team's coaching reins three year..
Lo. Tech 77 SE Oklahoma St. 59'
ago. The club was hurt this but Ken Peterson and John
e
Cs
ttIattan t...ga 56
Memphis Se mi
season by the absence of its star
Midwest
rebounder, Maurice Stokes, who
Wein! Union 86 Geneva 76
was stricken by encephalitis last
Iowa 61 Colorado 46
s':11 bedridden.
,prrg
Mictrigan 75 Pittsburgh 55
Toledo 68 Baldwin-Wallace 56
ARMY DOWNS NAVY BEFORE 102,000 - C-ot ' Bob Anderson 421i dives into the endzone
' Indiana 68 Drake 59
with a host of Navy linemen hanging on. for Army's second touchdown in th • fourth quarter' of
Kent St. 53 Youngstown 51
the contest with their arch-rival. Navy. at Philadelphia. Once-tied Army completed an undefeatLeva Se 63 S. Dakota St. 56
Detroit 77 Assumption 50
ed season by, roaring back after Navy's early touchdown, to win 22-to-6 before 102.000 frost-bitten
CLARENCE ACE PAF1KER
Kansas 65 Rice.49
enthusiasts._
United Press International
Northwestern 102 W. Michigan 60
Ace Parker was -an All-Amere
NEW YORK (UPI) - Army points in the final balleting by a Ion finehed secend in the voting Findlay 116 Malone GO
Lenriiia (I11.1 79 Carleton 65
can football player at Duke. or.
received all but one trst-place 10-man eejection committee of veth 9.0 points.
nthe 1958 Lambert coaches. sports w r :tiers' and
Depaul 63 Christian Brothers 57 all-le put halfback among th •
vote to
Navy. last year's Lambert Tr
_Trophy, symbol ef Eastern major broadcasters.
Ken ,Peterson
pitywinner. placed third this Nebraska 8.5 - N.W. Mo. Tchrs. 44 ores anti good enough in baseball
to make the major leagues for
college foothall supremacy. •
It was the seventh time since season with a 6-3 recerd and . New Mexico A&M -91
21 Rebounds
Evanseille 85
two seasons. At Duke. Parker
The Cadets, wave finished an the teephy was initiated in 1936 7.2 points. Penn rate 46-3-1/
was one of the nation's leading Brooks combined shots to push
undideated season by whipp.ng that Anny was tiaaned No. d.
was fourth with 6.95 \this and Cincinnati 93 Indiana St. 64
:cee for thece seascns and wound the Racers into a 6-4 advantage.
arch-eval Navy last 14tatioSyracusee 8-1. the only other Petelevirgh t5-4-1) was fifth with Kansas St. 96 Purdue 81
up in 1936 as a ne2mber of :he Bill Mundy connected for the
Coe 60 Parents 58
received 99 of a p•enti'.
sr.>
treceit•e a first-p'ece -bal- 655 v,.n's.
United Press All-America back- Lone Star boys and the lead
Stcut St. 75 M.icAlester 64
Creighten 69 M.•nrnouth 40
field He. joined the pro. football slipped back and forth between
Brooklyn Dodgers where he be- the two squads for several minSouthwest
. came an all-league back in his utes with the seise being knotted
Texas Weetern 58 Tulsa 54
Texas T-ch 93 West Texas ,St. 67 •eieirel campaign and found time
five' different occasiens.
Texas A&M 61 Trinity (Tex.) 51 ter a bit of shortstop duty with
Frank Swnikeeki ealered the
the 1937-38 Philadelphia AthBaylor 75 Howard Payne 65
West
letics. After Navy service he game with 7:14 remilhing in the
Idahe 71 Montana 51
man - ged minor league baseball ! first half and prerrapilly conntkted
on a well timed jump shot to
Montana St. 109 Whitworth 7" teams for a time
Cole. Mines 69
Whatever happened to Ace break a 17-47 deadlock arid tc
3 'Bred se
Fitz. Army Hoe. 52
Parker! Now 46. he is in his set the pattern f
Oregon St 68 Oregon 60
10th season as offensive backshooting
of
Jerry
with
27
behind
the
illy TIM MORIARTY
five. led the Wiklcats
win
Standard 57 San Jose St. 40
field coach at Duke and coiches
points.
West. who Wound up with 29 Santa Clara 49 S Francisco St. 32 varsity
baseball.
United Preps International
•
•
"
E
upp, wit
po

Four Are Ready To start
Where They Left off
•

'7
9

poor j-la
est.'ut.ing in the
Kansas. playing witheuti twoKentucky College
firs' hatf.", wasn't too pleased time Alt-American Wilt Chamberwoh Kentucky's debut.
lain. who turned pro ,at the end
Results
Basketball
-We didn't pray nearly as well --efe-nrst eeenere unveiled a neW
International
United
Pease
as we are capable of." said the fast-breaking :•ffense in whipbaron -Our defens:ve werk was ping Rice. 65-49. Ron Loneski Kentecky 91 Venda St. SS
bad and our efien.se wasn't toe paced the Jayhawks with 22 Murray St. 70 Texas Wesleyan 56
Kentucky Wesleyan 92 Centre 63
Although Coach Adolph Rupp sold"
points.
.
Eastern Kentucky 78
used three soptturnoree in h.s
Robertson. the nation's leading
Indiana Not impressive
nrami (Ohl.') 73
aring lineup. Kentucky's deseller last season
Indiana arid Temple - two M r4head 118 Morris Harvey 104
fend.ng NICAA champions -pened major
thee campaign Monday night by with a 35.1-point average. help- other top-ranked teams last sea- P.keville 107
Central (Oh-eil State 79
eolling to a convincing 91-88 ed Cincinnati run up an 11-1 son - weren't as impressive in
minutes the.r debuts. The Hoosiers, de- Marshall Freshmen 91
lead in the first
victory over Feinda State.
against Inthane State. Th.- Bear- fending champi ins of the Bet 'Mereheed Freshmen 51
Cincinnati, led by AlleAnterica cats held a 45-31 advantage at Ten, pulled ahead in the second Kentucky Freshmen 96
Oscar Robertson's 41 poi nt s, halft.me and, led by 30 points half to defeat Drake. 68-59. while
Transylvania B Team 54 •-•
breezed to a 93-44 triutreph ever threugher. m:_st of the secend Temples turned track Gettsburg. Kentucky Christian 86 Alumni 47
Indiana State; Bob Beazer total- half. _
60-53.
ed 45 points a. Kansas State
Michigan swainikd Pittsburgh
Deadly Free Throws
turned back Purdue. 96-83. and
Purdue nescered Kaneas State 75-55. de•pite a 28-point eft ,r•
West Virginia. voted 'he No. 1
by :he Panthers' Don Hermon
team in the nation by the UPI frorn the -field. 31-27. but was
Northwestern set a scEor7T• scorBeard of Coaches a: the ad id unable to halt Reozer, who deiging record in downing Western
-and
ef
28
ned
in
II
baskets
w.
season,
opened
it
last
a 7647
free thr•ws. The entire Wilocat Michgan, 102-40; Iowa gained
victory over Furman.
I
•
team was deadly Item the free its 80th censecutite h Jew vetery
United Prem International
threw line.cenverliag 42 :A' 56 over a non-conference f ic by
Rupp Not Pleasesfee
NEW YORK (1-13a) - Larry
&wining Celogare, 67-46, -and
Kentucky got off to a slow attempts.
Zernez. 1993i. Spr r.gfield, Ma
West V5eginia also wen its Steubenville. !as' seaseh's L'Pl outpoirrted
star against ,Fler:da State but
Roland
LaS rza.
managed to bpen a five-point opener on charity ehots. dunking gnal: c ,1:ege champii ns. dumped
-lead at halftime and then smoth- in 22 ,olf 92 while Furman eon- St. Michaelis (Vt.,. 81-83, for its
emson; The
triumph over
ered the Seminoles in the second verted 13 of 23. The Mountain- 24th straight victory.
In ether major games. Jackie Ceadel defeated .chmend. 55-46;
half. Johnny Cox, the lone Mild- eer. trailed 68-010 Weil three
• -•.
• ••
rallied e Miireland scored 39 points to Or•eg•in St
over frown Ian
wifipped Oregon,
ed Louisiana Tech to a 77-59
Stantirnl.
, coasted to
'
,story over Southeastern Oklavectolin over San Jose
m -s State: Fred Edmsndeon's a 5
TI peints sparked Georgia to a
ite. •

The firs: returns of the new
college haeketball season indicated Kentucky. Cincinnati. ICansas
State and West Virginia are
ready to peck up where they lett
off last Meech.

ex

Kentucky High School
Basketball Results

Mg cycle that gave the Thorobreds a 31-24 halftime advantage.
Murray took the tip on the
second-half toss-op but James
snored the first basket as he

Dale Alexander
High

Scorer

fired one in for the Texans.
O'Rirodan, playing an aggressive
forward slot, retaliated for Murray and the Racers built up a
38-29 lead.
Texas began a rally at this
pent in the contest that was
climaxed by two corzs-ecutive
baskets by Rees that deadlocked
the clash. 42-42, midway in the
period. Dale Alexander hit two
from the field and Terry Darnall
scored on a beauty of a tip-in
before the Wesleyan five could
find the range and Murray State
commanded a lead that was
threatened frequently but one it
never relinquished.

Harold Wilkins and big Mike
O'Riordan kept swishing the netting in the closing minutes as
Murray built up its biggest lead
of the game. James scored for
the Texas Wesleyan quintet in
the closing seconds to cut the
Racer lead to 12 points, 66-58.i
The 'Breds brought the ball into I
on
Presy with five seconds
the ci .ck. A long pass to Dale'
Alexander, a beautiful two-hand [
set shot, just a, ihe horn sound- I

let

ARMY

HIGH SCHOOL
CAGE
SCHEDULE
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Rock Hudson - Cyd Charisse
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New 100 Inch wheelbase RAMBLER AMERICAN

WILSON RAMBLER

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY
THE FIRST GREAT SPECTACLE%
OF THE JET AGE!

Now for '59, Rambler gives you even more miles
per gallon, saves even more on first cost, too-up
to $214 on comparable 4-door models. Easiest to
turn and park... first with l'ersonalized Comfort:
individual sectional sofa front seats. Go Rambler!

DALLAS. Tex. (UPI) - 11,

-

NOTRE DAME BEATS U.S.C., 20-70.13 - Notre Dame quarterback Bill Mack C238 carries the
t.a.ti
ofivu yard gain duling tl,•' fire quarter of their game wit hthe Southern California Trojans with Dick Reyer (84) running interference. In the 30th meeting between the two schools, the
Irish eked out a 29-to-13 victory at Los Angeles before 60,000 to Ck.Se their season with a sixwon, four-lost record.
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FURCHES JEWELRY
Phone PLaza 3-2835
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New Y irk (10).

LOOK! 10
windows.
1 inch
screen, $19
payment u
5% inter,
Company,
PL 4-3607.

Hazel at Kirksey
Fancy Farm at Almo
18. Marshall at Reidland
Murray Tend at Benton

SAN FRANCISCO (UPI) Hal Fischer. former University
Nevada _court eel, has been ncrrn
ccach of the All-Army baskettsali
learn. The squad will play ireer-service and AAU teams w•th.en
eye anvard a possible berth i•
he IMO Olympics.
_
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for 19591
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Tuesday. December 2

why feed the big thirst of bigger '59's? See the Compact New

United Pres* International
79 Owen County 38
NAMED

ed. swished through the hoop tie
end the contest and gave Murray
State a 70-56 win in its first
outing of the season.
Three local boys saw action
for the Racers last night and
one of those boys topped all
scorers. Johnny West of Lynn
Grove, Harold Wilkins of South
Marshall and Dale Alexander of
Murray High all participated in
the game. Alexander took gatnee
scoring honors with 16 points.
Terry Darnall and Ken Peterson both hit for 12 points, Wilkins scored 10 all in the innt
half and Oltiordan and Brooks
both picked up 9 points.
James led the scoring for Texas Wesleyan with 14 points. Rees
and Mundy each tallied 13.
Murray out-rebounded the lose
er-s snatching 85 to 33 for Texas.
The superior sweep of the board&
enabled the Racers to make mere°
shots, which is a big advantage
in any round ball contest.
The 'Breds scored on 31 field
goals, Texas connected on 22.
Murray wa- charged with 14
personal fouls and Texas with
13. The Wesleyan squad hit 12
of 17 free throw attempts for
70 per cent. The only disappointing feature of Murray's effort
last night was its poor foul shgA
percentage. The Racers hit only
19 attempts for 42 per cent.
8
Murray State will be host to
New Mexico A&M Thursday
night and a close, hard fought
contest is expected

Fight Results

ILAST TIMES
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MAHOGANY SPINET
bench, $495. Several
pianos. Seiburn White,
nut St., Mt.ftray, Ky.

Me Sam Otaisseenitei side ens eavishis
1. lid o•O466

THREE BEDROOM Brick house,
1 block from high school. Contact
Box 47; Calvert City, Ky. 12-113

Female Help Wanted

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ac OSS
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CARD OF THANKR1

4-3607.
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so far as to state they can drive climax
unsteadily behind the
better after a couple (-.1 cock- wheel
and roars away with great
tails or a beer Cr tw,.
bravado, is gone. Even the slightBut most people take a more ly tipsy
fellow is I.kely to meet
intelligent attitude. They know with
disawrcrving stares if he
the evidence is against the fel- attempts to
drive. And his friends
lows who claim they can drive as are not
lately to be grateful for
well after drinking.
his offer af a lift.
A great deal of research has
"No thanks, Pen driving!"-is
been done on this subject in re- , an expression
that's rapidly gaincent years, and it all tends to ing in
popularity. And the more
ostabli.h the fact that consurrrp- it popular
it becomes, the merrier
tion of a:c:hol stews down re- ;Christmas
is going to be this
actions arid 'impairs judgment. • year.
Accident records show the tragic relationship between drink.ng
and traffic accidents.
REPORTS RED'S DEATH
Informed penple-, aware of the
danger involved, are unwilling ta
LONDON ( CPU - The Soviet
take a ch.ince. Thiiy value their rats news agency has
reported
own safety and the security of he death of veteran
Bulgarian
their families.
Communist Leader Gecrgy Darn
The day of the daredevil who yanov.

!

:._5d

usap

BIRTHDAY ClUEIMATIONS-Foimer President Harry S. Truman
flew down to Uvalde, Tex., from Indepelidence, Mo., to help
his friend, ex-Vice President John Nance Garner, celebrate
his 90th birthday. Garner served as Franklin D. Roosevelt's
Vice President from 1933 to 1941 At bottom, Mrs. Gelsoraina
Del Vecchio celebrates her 107th birthday with her pets outside he: home in P,Iterst,n, N J She attrihia, s her longevity
to eating everything, drinking everything and not worrying.

At(NSW AsTtl'TER:r
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Copyright
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'AN fin "N"
e Inmost
Wit/ Woes secit,es
4s. litePres unti•esS
sleistiont
$43.b0

10 oo. ow4,01 ee•

FOX. RENT: Three bedroom MIDDLE AGE
LADY to stay in
home with bath. Modern. Elec.-- home while
mother is at school.
tric heat.. Phone Plaza 3-1769. Have two
children, 12 and it
D-2-C Mrs. Brandon Dill, phone PLaea
3-2930.
LliniTX.E PORTABLE SEWING
NOTICE
TWO BEDROOM garage apartmaeffine. NOW. Bargain. All atment located on South 12th. Call
tanhmentS. M re. G eorge
PL 3-4424, Night, PL 3-2595.
OVERSEAS PUPILS
phone PLaza 3-1602 after 5110 POSITIVELY NO HUNTING on
12-4C
300 acre farm. Land posted. 12
pin.
12-3C miles
East of Murray. Mrs. A. W.
KARLSRUHE. Germany -UPI
ARGUS 75 OAMERA gift set., Mores.
12-4C FURNISHED Apartment. Newly I -More than 55,000 American
Used since July. Mrs. George I
decorated. Call PLaza 3-3378
ctillciren-alm:..st as many as go
Hart. Phone PLaza 3-102, after; PRE - CHRISTMAS SPECIALS!
12-4C to public school in Cleveland,
Wool, $2.50; BaniLan Sweaters,
500 pin.
12-3C;
Ohio--are attending classes run
$5.00; C-ralur,,y. 85e; Gingham,
by the U. S. Army in Europe this
1 ---11ELP WANTED
HAireDY BOY and Na^c.:, Drew 49 & 790. Carnmie and Pearl's i .
fall, an increase of 16 per cent
1,40.2. Good candITI,
12-4C
Hilt Fabric Shop.
over last year. The pup.:s are
prwil Call PLazi 3-31 .1 le fore
CONN& . IMPLEMENT Company WA.NTIED - Man w.th car for dependents of GI's stationed a530, afterwards PLiZa 3-likJe.
has neo.
fr..rn East Main to its well establiehed Fuller Brush broad.
12-4C '1
Toe schools, scattered throughnew bir i.i.ng on the Cadiz Road, route. References required. $80
- - ace oirer g the for me r Rhodes wkly. guarantee to start. Write out West Germany, France and
LOOK! 10 ALUMINUM STORM
Stockyards.
12-3C 422 Columbus Ave., Paducah Ph other c5untries v.,hzre American
windows, brand new style, full
3-2777
12-4C military forces are basc-cl, are
1 inch lam with alunasnu.m
MONUMENTS
mooned by ab-ut 2.100 teachers,
screen, $199.00.installed. No down Mut:ay Marble
& Granite Works,
of wh..in 800 are serving abroad
payment up to 36 manths to pay.
n:ders of fine memorials tor
for the first time.
5% interest. Home Comfort! }e'er '
,all century Porter White
I
About eneefuurth of the teachCompany, 108 Serth 12th. ,Phone
Manager Phone PL-3-2512.
I
We desire to extend our Sin- • ers--..must be replaced annually,
PL
•
1-3C
core and Heartfelt thanks to our I because mahy take only a one12-0C
. many relatives, neighbors, and year !cave of absence from their
BABY BATHENETTE,,8 months
friends, both white and colored,' regular .-ch:yolis to g, a'uruad.
old. Ste at 500 Vine or phone
SINGEkt Sewitig Machir.e Rep- ! who
were so kind and conside 1
PLaza 3-1857.
12-3C rassintative now living ir.
Murray ; ..n-ate during the illneea
assell
HANDS OR SIGNALS?
-NEW SEALPMENT Woolens for For Sales, service or repairs, ' death of our mother
and wife,
lac! Bill Adams 201 S. 13th Mrs. Drama
now and spring $2.79 yd. SweatSims. The lovely
LONDON eLlPI) - An auto
ea S: Phone PL-3-1757 or PL-3- flaral • display
ers to match. Wool length. 11 .-au
'
will long be peyd. Ban Lon eweaters reduced, S4a41. Murray. KY•
rpo ; inembered along with the acts parktei in th: Maryiebione &sate'
nwritlay bore
sizes 7 to 14 $2.98 and $3.98-this sign:
_
,....._.. I of kindness that so many f you
-- - "N hand 6.051s-too cold."
large, $498, bulky knit 95.98.
II have shown in this hour '''of our!
Dealer for Nescht eeveng mach, be reavern ent.
mell-a perfect Chris:ales g.f'.! '---- - - r
---- - --- ----J I
Eeiecially do we 'hank Dr.
Greenfield Fabrics, Rattle 3.
!
C,).%1 '!.ETE FURNISHED three
I
Hugh,
'also 'Rey. Martin for the ,
12-3C ocoro tn
basemen:
apartment.
1
Ideal for college b ,ys or girls. words of coral:4I„he Rutledge/
OIL Heaters. Duo-Therrn
Funeral
Home for the splendid
Ca". PLaza 3-3914
TEC manner
(with blower) $40. Nor...e $20
in which they • c inductedi
Norge $10 Starks Hardware, 12th WELL INSULATED BRICK
du- 'hr responsibil:ty will deepest
& Poplar. phone PLaza 3-1227
p:ex. two btdroorn apartment. apprcriat ion.
TIC Electr.c range, aut.mare washer
The Family of Mrs. Emma
and car port. 1608 Farmer. Phone
18-in. CONSOLE TV, ?arm wag- PL 3-2240.
12-6C Sims.
trP

&ME
030GS GfintaAllia

bier

l2th St.

oe •7 w ords •nr 1111*

terlitectrhie
catrr
estors _diffe2re.nt seizes,
electric
oil hater,
mete mixer, all type electrical
'material You narne, we might
piano and
have it. Brandon Dill, 314 South
good used 9th St.,
phone PLaza 3-2930.
403 Chest12-4C
12-613

L

npact New

$1835

w.I rwl ro. u

pression is a very encouraging
sign. It shows that people are
deieloping a better sense of values...that they realize the pleasure they get from a few drinks
"No
thanks,
I'm
driving:" isn't worth
the risk involved.
That's an expression you hear
more and more often nowadays
Of course there are still a
when alc,,holic drinks are passed lot of people around
who insist
around at holiday parties. The that drinking doesn't affect
their
frequent repetition of this ex- driving ability. Some even
go

•

Hazel at Kirksey
racy Farm at Almo
darshall at Reidland
ray Tr'ng at Benton

osSW oe,ve,e, v.,* .•
MIR lo 2 ane WON it I,
Mil Wilk I so. 4814044.
il• =I weer SisOlswl

word foe ono I•
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"No Thanks, I'm
Driving" Common
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CHAPTER 15
Pet rum wat.ed Ohm •side
Into renewed confusion
step
THE soled deposit oil the suite boon on the ;mane
Bunco squad SCAMS that
Mre L- timer,
I of offices turned out to be a has • make on this artist De- whether
wife or svidaw. had
eere two n,indreci dollars Bing, scription fits Setae time artist, forged
these particular signaRiggs hesitated only • minute Or works mostly on ,vidows. Usually
tures.
two, k.-ttp,iig nis eyes resolutely oil atocka Uses the name C7•ester
"These- Mr Reddy said. -are
away from Hantistime
Baxter ••
Drawing up the papers, turn
"Courtney Bu lions. Bi ngo nolVie
ft°orrged
Budinng helpfully pointins over tne money. and affix said, trying to sound firm.
ed out that obviously it was time
litg signatures was also a matter
"Same fella. ' Perroni said. -It to refer the signatures in queaof minutes.
checks "
ti
to a handwriting expert. Los
''At least this time." Victor
Bingo found himself about to Angeles, he reminded them, had
Surilong said handinr: over the
say,
-Courtn
ey
the
Budiong.
best handwriting expert in
'
again
receipt, "you're dealing with
Instead he sa4d, wildly and un- the world
genuine Budlong "
Bingo managed to pretend List thinkingly, "The furniture"
"Me and Henderdelder'll take
"What furniture?"
Ilk, too, thought that was very
Perroni these downtown to him." Perroni
Said.
furmy.
said. 'That way there won't be
Bingo heard himself talking no argument anywnere "
"And if you'd like to use the
offices temporarily between now about the furniture that was in
Mr Reddy announced in a deand when you move in permanent- storage and that was to be de- termined voice that he was going
ly," Victor Budlong said, "my girl livered immediately, the an. right along as trustee
for Mr.
here has a set of keys. And if tepee all beautiful stuff, the Lattimeea estate,
somehow manyou'd like to have a design drawn paintings, the boxes of
linen and aging to convey by his tone of
up for your firm name on the silver. He heard his voice
fading voice that Mr. Latttmer was not
building, there'a an artist I cart away.
only alive but probably In the
heartily recommend He did bura"
-There isn't any furniture," best of health. "In the meanPingo mentally measured the
TAM- time." he said. "the house-"
Axe of the little nearly Colonial Perroni said scornfully
Everybody looked at everybody
Welding ,as a nackground for the mer's widow sold every stick of it
name liaXernatIonal Foto, Motion except thruse pieces of funk in else a little helplessly.
"And the keys to the house--"
Picture Juici Television Corp of the living room and the houseAmence and decided that they keeper's room When she found he went on.
would not need lust an artist. out we were on to her and the
Everybody looked at Bingo.
but a genius. Possibly an engin- whole deal, and might find Ate
"Mr Budlong gave them to
eering genius. But that was • body any day, she sold every- me." Bingo said, in what
he was
detail to be worked out in iteeem thing she could lay her hands on afraid wan a very weak
time.
before she beat it. Isn't that He took them out of his voice.
pocket.
"Oh yea." Victor Budlong said, right
"
"1 mean, Mr Courtney Rudlong."
as though rued just remembered.
-That's right." Hendenfeider He could feel his voice
growing
"My daughter's picture!" He said. He looked sympathetic weaker
• pulled an oversize glossy print about It_
The
keys
still
warmed
his hand,
*OM his desk drawer and hand"There isn't any Courtney Bud- thotigh. If necessary,
he'd fight
ed it to Etiago
long." Perron! said. -There never anyone in the room,
maybe
In
"Janesse La a talented girl," he was any Courtney Budlong
any all Beverly Hills, for their possessaid. spelling out the name. lied more than there was
any furni- sion.
adding, "Numerology. Her moth- ture You got took,
that's all."
"Mr. Courtney Budlong." Perern Idea. not mlne. Could -be He seemed to he glad
of it.
roni said, and snorted rudely.
changed. of course. Real talent.
"This is all very interesting."
"The
man who called himself
Not just a father's prejudice, Herbert
Reddy said stiffly, in an Courtney Budlong," Bingo
said.
either"
almost squeaky voice. "But you're His fingers tightened on
the keys.
Janesae Budlong'm Nark ard overlook
ing the important fea"But where did he get them?"
white picture showed a delicate
ture. Mr. Julien Lattimer's sig- Hentlenfelder
and almoet lovely face, perhaps
asked suddenly.
This Urne everybody looked at
a little too thin, slightly parted nature "
"Mr
Julien
tAtttmer
."
Perront Mr. Reddy. Mr. Reddy, in
illte curving in a delicious smile,
his
_large and Incredibly soulful eyes. stated flatly, "was murdered by turn, looked at the keys in Binand a lot of gleamy hair which hie wife nearly five years ago" go's hand and said unhappily, -I
"Mr Julien Lattimer's signa- don't know He
tumbled over her shoulders.
must have got"1 can see she's talented." ture," Herbert Reddy said. "in on ten them from someone."
both
those papers. Or maybe you
Bingo !laid admiringly. "And
"From, for example, who?"
bentitiful" He meant that. too think they were signed by his Perroni asked,
"We'd eertainlv like to meet the ghost'"
Mr. Reddy, spread his hands
Everybody looked curiously at
yeeng lady, when we get settled
helplessly. "There were a few
the signatures on the paper' Binand
I have one. The trust comV
dirr
P;nnen"tidlone looked pleased go had been given, and at the sets.
pany had it made. Mn. Lattimer
almost to the nerieng point, and undisputed Jutien.„,Lettimer sigand Mrs Lattimer had keys And
•-.11,1,
I'm mire that can natures Mr Reddy brought with the caretaker This
Pearl Durzy."
him for comparison purposes.
111 -rranrcri,His face lighted up. "They could
Herbert Refley from the trust Everyone agreed that yes, they
have
been gotten from her:"
creepany arrived at that moment, did look very much alike. IncludBingo thought of the look
with Detective Perroni a few ing Perroni.
stens behind him He wee a short
"I guess I looked at his signa- Pearl Durzy had given their Mr.
chubby hrenthiesv little man ture enough times to remember Courtney Budlong. He thought
baldheaded end wIth ft round it," ['error?' said, looking as of the fact that she'd had nothpine bewiteered fnee, tvho looked though the,, aorrows
of the uni- ing in her possession except a few
tee though he mieht bounce like verse had accumulated
on his bus tokens Ile decided to keep
a robber ball He looked at Ringo, narrow shoulder!. "When
his mouth shut, slipped the keys
the
at Handsome: at Victor Budlong, question arose of whether or not unobtrusively into his pocket, and
hoped someone would change the
at the papers In his hand, and his widow might've forged
his
finally said, "This is very corn- name to some checks
before she subject right away.
ing"
took off, which it turned out she
"There's
nothing
confusing had don', and not too skillfully.
"Don't you guys go shooting
about It." Perron] said sourly. either."
your trap% off to reporters un"Them. Revs got took, that's all." , "Skillful enough to fool
a few til we find Mr. Lenin-wen
"But look -" little Herbert people," Mr Pfddi said col 11y
hod:‘," Bingo Is w Arnri as the
Reddy begai,t_alkel_oturly.
Hendenfelder threw everything I story continues tomorrow.

SLOTT DRUG CO.
"PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS"
ItIONEV tRANSItANI Ralph Norriman 'left I and rils neither look at Ralph's twftiO' brothel Ray.
mono in • nospital in Kansas City Kan . fine, a Kidney transplant to se,e Raymond s life Ralph
Dew from I. Oil HoUd, Tea. *here he is stationed in the Army, to give the kidney to Raymond.
_

NANCY

Corner at

4th &

'slain

MMINIEr

by Ernie
WE'VE
WITH

BEEN
MICE

Bstahmaliw

TROUBLED
LATELY

^

RABIE ark SLATS
O COURSE,THESE ARE SUPER-)
FICIAL TESTS I'VE GIVEN YOU,
SLATS, BUT THERE SEEMS
PRETTY DEEINITE
INDICATION THAT YOUR
BODY ABSORBED
SOME OF THAT
;••• RADIATION.

Phone PLaza 3-2547

.
V
ed1=111111....11.1111111

by a...burls
SO WHAT'? A LITTLE WADIATION
NEVER HURT A HEALTHY SPECIMEN
LIKE ME. WHY,
US SCRAPPLES
ARE FAMOUS
FOR -

SLATS -WHAT JUST HAPPENED
TO YOU NEVER HAPPENED
TO
ANY OF YOUR RELATIVES

Van Bursa

HEY, DOC -`104.1 LOOK LIKE
I
WAS GOING TO CRDAK OR
SOMETHING, THAT WOULD BE
KIND 0' SERIOUS--- DOC! WHY
AREN'T YOU (CHOKE)
--(s_LAUGHING IT UP?

U 1 14.
www1
oi b Owed011-sa
7wow Swalos,,.

1.• S.

UL' ABNER
-ADO

(KM112LIvELv
ff-r-ri,SNORT!!W
-MAYBE YOU COULD WARM
UP TO SOMETHING YOUNG
AD
/ COULD.t
.f-)

SHE WAS
A BIT

TOO
LIVELY!!

La

WE'VE EXHAUSTED
EVERY TYPE IN
NEW YORK. LET'S
SEE WHAT THEY'VE
GOT IN

NEW

JERSEYfr-

12-7

1,1

). •

Ntcook? M' ALL LEGGist.fr

.• •
•
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LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

•
%Nit To Harry
Winston's
Is Revealing

44,
enneww—

'
OPERATION It DOCTOR'S SONS SAVES HIM Di
A.
Olson takes • dnnk in hospital in Farmington. Minn near
St Paul. as he rec,-petates from an erm rgenc) operators
performed on the family kitchen floor by his non-ductor
sons Outing a family dannei a hunk of Flan" got stuck tn
the doctor s windpipe He oegan to kate coke The sons.
Rotten and Charles. carried him to the Kitchen and performed a tracheotomy using a fuunlain pen tiine to get air
into his longs At the hospital however surgeons ham to
do a bit of repair work to make the operation a tidy tub.
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hildren•••

b 4h
and pro ate, in a hurry
found later
And every gem, whether worth
A nun teaching the seventh
550 or 000,00. is carefully pho! grade led her irises out into the
• ersphed and inventoried.
seeend Mee- corridor, some of the
rnevale gave me the grand
(Continued From Fro ,t Pale) children holding onto her skirt.
•• t-- of all six floors to show
"But they were afraid to go
ieene were the Most Rev. Albert
the Winston business is,. G
Meyer. newly appointed Re-' rtewn 'he stairs," she said. "I
I may say -et. many-faceted.
man Catholic arehbishop of Chi- carried down six and went back
"i n, some 250 employees design
cago. and Mayor Richard J. Da- up for move A couple wouldn',
"7 I finish jewels for
both the, ley. The
mayor called the fire "a go down and I rolled them down
h ilc-sale and retail trade — for
terrible disaster for our city.' the stairs. I rolled them down
By GAY PAULEY
custamers ranging frem ESYttes: A:
the ,nergue, ambulance, even though they screamed."
UPI Women's Editor
ex led King Fari!uk who brought .
Three of the nuns of the Order
NEW youx UPI — One was the Star of the East diamond 948 were backed up 10 denis.--waiting
to play Cinderella is to vise car.it,;- to a mail order house to unload the small bodies. They of the Sisters of Charity of the
were taken to the basement and Tlessed Virgin Mary died with
Harry Winsein's.
wh•ch buys thousands of
and
Here, a girl without a dime to- IA carat engagement rings in a talents, in groups of seven, were their students. Others forme.t
leici down to attempt identification. chains, with children holding en'
ward a diamond is free to dream,'
roe order.
my God, my boy. my boy." each -other's shirts and drese
to a:tm - rt. even try on some of
Rernard De Haan, chiefo
e ebbed
John Jabowski Se:'as an i *c lead them to safety.
the weed's m 'et fabuletts jawsls. relying
deoartrnent
and
the ietendan:
lif:ed a sheet frafti
I spent a smerning cl.tree -me. tleurth generation of his family
e
Some Miss Nets
just to see whet all was behind 'n the jewelry business, said hinted body. The fire broke out at 3:42 p
The fire had its share of hethose doors at the H ese of that a lot of carats — sometinies
EST. There were 40 more ck
Winston. which the ether day SO per cent of the original stone roes who dashed into the holo- eren in an addition to the buildsaust
to
cove
children
petrified ing which was not affected. The
gave the 'Mahon dollar Hope is lad in the cutting. He swiped
diamond to the Smithsonian In- hie hand across a counter — •••,'h fear.
first indication of the blaze w.o
M:•ic
Spachura,
who
lives across black smoke seeping
sttutien.
"once a ilamond, now a carunder cla'
an
alley
from
the
school and has room doors,
It takes nerve. unless yotere bon smudge." he said.
two children there, ran to the
rkh, to walk through the heavy.
Carnevale pointed to an assemScore; sif children clambered t!
iron grill doors ,of tho sedate gray bly counter littered with skit- building and c night or breke the
second floor window sills a.,.!
stone house, once the home of a ches and small whiee packets of fall of 12 children who jumped
' jumped or were- pushed le
I countees, now identified only by gems and casually commented. from windows. Then he saw the ground.
small bronze plaque on the -about five million dollars there." face of his own son. Mark, 9, at
Firemen sent up ladders
window,
fedt.
I began to feel equally casual 1 "Jump. jump."
Mark he shoo:- -pread nets. A numbet • ch.
But nobody stopped me. No
about all that glitter until Win
,•d. "I'll catch you."
,dren jumped and missed.
I armed guards creavded around sl-ort t.lok
me into his seeond
, Bystanders and firemen triel
to - check my credeneiale. press
floor office. with its period furniCan Not Move
catch the children, some ss
card or my clukkbook. I might
The boy could not move. His their clothing and hair aflair.
ture and crystal chandeliere. and
have been a customer:
said: "There are still pler4y left, face disappe.tred His body was 'they le4sed. Ed Klock.
74
The while atemesphere was so even weh the Hope gene."
casual. I asked Don Carnevals.
a vice-president, if thievery of
"Farouk still owes me for the
,1 some of that ice wasn't a sem- Star of the Ease and serne other
, ple thing. Who would miss a ,tones... about 51.150.000 all
few :nail stones !Torn 3 c .ilec- t ed. The Star of the East ha's not
I tion insured at well 3h.'ye 25 been found," said the jeweler
,ene also once owned the Jonlrer.
dollars'
"We'll just X-ray you as you' The Jonker. one of the six larleave," Carnevale laugheki,
gest diamonds ever found. weighI found later that al'harzh tee 726 cerals before it was cut
!here was lit-tie obvious security, into 12 stones and Winston said
the house has a complicated "number elghlt. .the Marquise.
cernmunikations and alarm sys- just came back to me the other
tem which can call the ceps. day."

fercd a stroke and was hospital-'

DOESN'T GIVE A HOOT

:zed.
The fire wa, controlled at
4:19 p. m.
It was not until then that the
full extent of the tragedy was realized. Firemen under the glare
If searchlights playing against
he blackenend ruins began bringing out the tyictims.

GETTYSBURG, S. D. —(UPI)
—dionnee and Charlotte Meservey have a pet horned owl which
chatters back and forth with
their parakeet but refuses to
talk to people.
The children found the horned
owl north of this prairie country it
community while it was a baby
with fuzz instead of feather. It
Merino sheep were introduced Isn't old enough to hoot yet.
to the U S n 1810 at Weathers- Ronnie and Charlotte say it
field, V•
hisses.

CHRISTMAS
SPECIALS

.RMANF.NTS
l'7
ALL SHAMPOOS & SETS

11.

4.00 & up
'1.00

RUTH LINN - Owner
Christine Key and Katherine Lewis - Operators

*MAL
than I
peratel
the S
which
acres.
homes
in its
Dam:
ershed
lions o

Ruth's Beauty Shop
Phone PL 3-4793

1614 West Main
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CRASS FURNITURE COMPANY
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RefiEnT wAGNEet AND ROBEF.T ti`Tnetur: co-star in the
color action Wm. "The Hunters." showing Wednesday & rhursday at the Varsity Theatre;

pr . g!yr.!J
- ,
g

°C I

rIFT- ACQUMNTED WITH

Di

SC_ iTONE SPECIAL
TH!S IVEr k

ONLY —
Cash &

Swcaters

49'

Colette stay r:ch, soft and bright.
;it
ap:..a in ceflophane.

.
Carr,

Indivi-

fft

Luxury Serv.ce ior Cashmeres

75'

TAKE TAM - Fershanging the latest show uu-r,ess gossip,
Stesisrmo tie ciog and Miss Pyi•sso.,set the cat peuse oefore
continuing their meal at a New York airport hotel. Television's Stevens.), named an honorary cat dorms the recent
National Cat Week, was on hand to greet Mis., Pyewacket on
her re ml to New York from Hollywood, Calif The seek fee
"
,
line dowers in the forthcoming Elm,"Bell. Book and Candle.
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iou'!, Side of Square
We

this group in

Now, through

October and

* Wide Selection of Decorator
Colors
* Guaranteed Construction
* The 'Latest Design in Tables
and Lamps

The Hazel Grain and Milling Company
is now in operation at Hazel

NOW EQUIPPED TO
GRIND HAY IN VOLUME

able to obtain another small'shipment

you TIPP(

superhea
In front
hinge"
Meanv
In toil's
frig
Ili
the calls,

of these outstanding groups.

You Buy A Complete

7-pc. Living Room Outfit,for only

MOLASSES ON HAND
FOR THE MIXING OF FEEDS
*
•
'1.0 7 Yellow Ce-n and '1.05
for White Ccrn

$

1900

SiOw1V

.

s.

,-.

T11
Polies
a pupil
the ‘•ch.,
accident
worst ft.
t ion's t)
fire.
Author
mmHg a

*E
l

* SEE THESE GROUPS NOW IN OUR WINDOWS *

—

%;IZEL GrulliN And
MILLING
Gene

arrangement

Complete 7-piece group, only - - - - ....... $19900
= 50oo
We allow you for your old suite

WE PRObilSE FAST AND EFACIENT SERVICE

APPRECIATE YOUR BUSINESS

a special

.with the manufacturer, we have been

Now In Operation!!

Ky.

red

Was completely exhausted.

MODERN FEW
MILL

—

cif

it was so well accepted that our supply

.1•••••

Potts, Owner

BRITISH ATOMIC AGE NAVY-A British Admiralty artett ge es
an official idea of what the Royal Navy will look like in tne
future. At top the cruiser Tiger, first of three of her class. She
will have turrets and associated radar control equipment
what can locate targets, be loaded, trained and fired automatically. In center is one of four guided-missile destroyers.
Designed to be able to operate in Atomic "fall out" areas, they
will fire the Seaslug ship-to-air guided weapons and also have
powerful conveneonal armament. At bottom Is the nuclearpowered submarine Dreadnought. Her whale-shaped hull,
and nn-like conning tower are for a maximum underwater
eniciency of high speed and long endurance (Central Prete)

CRASS FURNITURE COMPANY
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